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Customized Party Tents | Experts in supplying luxury outdoor party
canopy
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Basic information:

Applications
Private small party, graduation ceremony, annual
meeting, outdoor music concert, cocktail party,
special theme activities, and beyond

Availability Forest, rooftop, prairie, backyard garden, castle
lawn, snowfield and desert and beyond

Structure Frame Material

Hard pressed extruded aluminum alloy T6061/T6

Conventional Size: 112x203x4mm,
166x88x3mm,120x200x4mm,120x250x4mm

Cover Material

PVC Coated Polyester Fabric (available in a range
of colors)

Available Options: 650g/sq m Translucent White
PVC for Sidewalls; 850g/sq m Block-out White PVC
Tarpaulin for Roof; 950g/sq m Transparent PVC
Fabric
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Shape & Size A framework, Pole, Dome, Multi-side, Curved, All
about customization

Door & Windows Glass & PVC curtain & Standard Zip-up

Fire Rating DIN4102 B1/M2

Origin Shenzhen, China
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Description

Why Choose Party Tent?

1. Stunning look & feel

Good tents make great parties. Party tent with its fancy, modern and snappy design
is more and more favored by people, especially young people. With its specialized
structure, party tent can be created into different shapes, such as A framework Tents,
Pole Tent, Dome Tent, Multi-side Tent. Matched with the proper decor and lighting, it
really impresses every attendee.

2. More open spacious area at more economic prices

Because of its clear span structure, the interior of party tent can be fully utilized,
providing more open space for many creative and interesting activities but at lower
price compared with traditional big hotels.

3. Prefabricated structure

The party tent is prefabricated, easy to assemble and transport. And the length and
width can be flexibly adjusted according to the actual area of the site, whether it is a
small private party or a large theme party, the party tent all can be tailored to need
the requirements.

4. Green party: take care of our planet

Party tent is simple to disassemble and reusable and the whole engineering process
causes much less impacting and pollution, best way for people to enjoy the fun of
party without the torture of committing the guilty of damaging our communities.
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Specification

Width(M) Eave
Height(M)

Ridge
Height(M)

Day
Distance(M)

Longest
Parts(M)

Max.
Windload

10 3.95 5.6 5 5.60 100km/h

11 3.95 5.75 5 6.00 100km/h

15 3.95 6.40 5 8.10 100km/h

16 3.95 6.55 5 8.60 100km/h

20 3.95 7.30 5 10.70 100km/h

21 3.95 7.35 5 11.20 100km/h

25 3.95 7.96 5 10.70 100km/h

30 4.00 8.95 5 10.70 100km/h
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Accessories
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Doors Glass door, PVC curtain door, aluminum exit door, roller shutter
door, clamshell door

Sidewall ABS solid wall, glass wall, clear PVC window, sandwich panel

Fixing Methods

Drilling steel: stainless, use in glass land

Weight plate: stainless, ideal to protect the ground surface

Expandable bolts: stainless, use in concrete or other hard floors

Deck Wood plastic composite

Liner Stain & lycra (optional color)

Why Choose BDiR?

a. A Complete & Customized Service

We provide a turn-key tent solution from design, manufacturing, assembling and
maintenance, and try our best to lower total cost of ownership, giving our customers
peace of mind.

b. Quality Materials:

Framework: Hard pressed extruded aluminum alloy T6061/T6. Not pollution and not
pungent odor, and Q235 Steel is incredibly lightweight, easy to transport and install.

Cover: PVC Coated Polyester Fabric treated to be waterproof, mildew resistant and
fire retardant to meet European DIN4102 B1/SGS M2 specifications.

c. Quick and Easy to Pitch & Store & Transport

Thanks to high quality modular steel frame, our wedding tents can offer an
exceptional variety of sizes, shapes and configuration options. From 3 to 35 meters
clear span. Single or two-storey. Through this modular method of construction, all
your wishes and requirements can be quickly and economically solved.

d. Unparalleled Workmanship

We are the leading manufacturers of All Types of Tensile Structures with more than
10 years experiences in China. In the past 10 years, we have ZERO fault and our
team will do our utmost to meet our client’s exact specifications to make sure the
wedding goes off without a hitch.
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